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Great Lakes Context: 
Rapid Urbanization

Ontario population growth:
1981-1991: 13% (vs. 10% rest of Canada)
1991-2001 12% (vs. 9% rest of Canada)
1990-2000 Metro Toronto population grew 13.8%

3.3 million more people expected in six Great Lakes 
cities by 2021

2003 study by Int’l Joint Commission on Toronto, Windsor, 
Collingwood, Chicago, Milwaukee, Duluth

Where will we put them? In what urban form?
Greatest pressure at urban fringe, esp. light 
industrial development



Physical Growth: “Sprawl”
Land area and Vehicle Distance Travelled (VDT) are 
also increasing rapidly. Some examples:
Chicago 1982-1997:

Total population grew 9.6% (population grew faster and 
sprawl slower between 1990 and 2000)
Land area grew approx. 25.5% 
VDT on main arterials grew 79%
25% population growth, 55.5% land area growth by 2021

Milwaukee (1990-2000)
Total population decreased by 4.9%; land area grew 6.2%

Compare with Toronto (1990-2000)
Total population grew 13.8%; land area grew 8%



Source: GHK 2003; census data



Moving Forward

We cannot control population growth
But we can make decisions about:

Where development should occur 
How it should be configured
How contaminants should be reduced and treated

So what’s our path forward? How do we 
know what urban form is “best”?



Which urban form is the 
“greenest”? The “smartest”?

Low density; swales
(Prairie Crossing, IL)

Compact; mixed use
(Charleston, SC)



Which stream is best for 
source protection?

Channelization Natural channels



What’s our goal?
The “best” urban form depends on the criteria 
we use to make our planning decisions
This process is value laden!  - science 
cannot clarify criteria for us.
Our planning criteria are rarely explicit now
Differing values and expectations 
therefore underlie the current debate
about “smart growth” and the desirability 
of alternative urban forms



Pros and Cons
Low density, swales:

Pros: less impact on hydrology; little impact on 
STPs because more septic systems
Cons: more road length, more commuting (VDT); 
more land conversion/consumption

Compact growth:
Pros: air and water impacts higher but confined in 
space; careful planning can reduce VDT
Cons: intense impact on STPs; air quality issues 
may be serious downtown; quality of life concerns



LEED-ND: 
An example of urban criteria

LEED: Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design
Initiative of the US Green Building Council; 
now also in Canada
Criteria for neighbourhood development now 
available in draft form
5 categories, each with prerequisites and 
credits



LEED-ND Point Overview
Location Efficiency 

2 prerequisites; 7 credits; 28 points; 25% of total points
Environmental Preservation

5 prerequisites; 11 credits; 13 points; 11% of total points 
Compact, Complete, and Connected 
Neighbourhoods

3 prerequisites; 22 credits; 42 points; 37% of total points
Resource Efficiency

0 prerequisites; 17 credits; 25 points; 22% of total points
Other 

0 prerequisites; 2 credits; 6 points; 5% of total points





LEED-ND Certification Levels

Certified: 46-56 points (40% of total points)
Silver: 57-67 points (50% of total points)
Gold: 68-90 points (60% of total points)
Platinum: 91-114 points (80% of total points)



Conclusion
We have a long learning curve ahead
We need to:

Agree on our planning goals
Marshal our planning tools 
Share our data
Decide how we will measure “liveability”

Will require enhanced consultation
With the public, other levels of government, regions
Dispute resolution esp. under increasing land and water 
demand, climate change

In short: we need to review our toolkit and figure 
out what we are trying to build.


